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Performance
Versus MSCI All Country World Index
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Sources: Dundas, Bloomberg. 30 June 2017. Figures are calculated from the last business day of the period to the last business day of the following period. Inception is 20 March 
2013. All figures are percentages, annualised for periods greater than 12 months and are shown in total return terms. All data in GBP.

Q2 2017 One year Three years  p.a. Since inception p.a.

Gross 1.54 19.80 12.80 11.12

Net 1.39 19.09 12.12 10.45

Index 0.38 22.25 15.00 12.48

Gross relative 1.16 -2.0 -1.91 -1.21
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Markets

Strong gains in global equity markets in Q2 were masked by a stronger pound
resulting in a gain of 0.38%. Bond yields, as measured by the US ten years, fell before
regaining some ground post the Fed’s rate rise, to end the quarter at 2.30%. German
ten year bund yields rose with stronger European markets and a more hawkish
European Central Bank. The Euro strengthened 7.00% against the USD with Sterling
recovering 3.80% whilst the Yen gained 0.90%. The oil price started the quarter
around $50 and ended lower at $46.

Looking at the major regions, Western Europe once again produced the best returns
gaining a further 7.12%, led by France up 9.56%. Asia Pacific followed, gaining 6.47%,
with Japan up 4.55%. North America lagged the benchmark but still gained 2.42% with
the US market up 2.49%.

Measured by the MSCI ACWI indices, value stocks gained 2.42% over the quarter
while growth stocks rose 5.28%.

Nine out of the eleven sectors posted positive returns in the quarter. The strongest
performer was Health Care up 6.37% followed by IT up 6.06%. It was a better quarter
for Financials up 5.29% with Industrials close behind up 5.23%. At the bottom was
Energy again, down a further 5.28% while Telecommunications fell by 0.50% and
Materials were up 1.97%.

Performance

In Q2 the Fund returned 1.54% versus 0.38% for the Index.

Allocation across sectors was positive. The two largest exposures in the
portfolio - IT and Health Care (43% in total) - were the top performing sectors.
Our under-allocation to Energy also contributed to performance.

By region, our over-exposure to Western Europe and strong stock selection in
Japan also helped returns.

The top five stocks contributing to returns for the quarter came from a range
of sectors and countries. Asian life insurer AIA (+12.88%) reported another
set of impressive new business and profit numbers. Japanese used car
auction business USS (+14.87) rose on the prospects for improved consumer

expenditure. Danish diabetes leader Novo Nordisk (+19.53%) is still delivering
strong sales and profits in spite of a tougher price environment in the US.
Spanish IT company Amadeus (+14.17%) continues to win new contracts with
airline customers gaining market share. Finally, US animal healthcare leader
Zoetis (+12.94%) reported strong organic growth while it executes its cost
cutting plan to boost margins.

The five main detractors from performance were mainly US companies.
Discount retailer Ross Stores (-15.41%) continues to report good operational
results but fell along with other US retailers. Industrial consumables supplier
WW Grainger (-24.82%) announced a new price strategy to fend off online
competition and gain share with small and mid-size customers. For Disney (-
9.79%), whilst its film studios and parks report record profits the changing
media landscape is creating uncertainty for its live sports channel ESPN.
Canadian Open Text (-10.11%) has grown strongly largely through acquisition. The

shares declined on comments about the costs of integrating these businesses. Finally,
internet ‘backbone’ Akamai (-19.68%) fell as it sees slower revenue growth
from its largest customers and a higher level of investment in its global
infrastructure.
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Dividends

In the year to date, 53 portfolio stocks made dividend declarations, with 18
of these during Q2. Average dividend growth has been 10.9% - maintaining
our premium to the market.

To highlight a selection for Q2:-

• US membership retail giant Costco increased its core dividend by 11%
and paid a special dividend of $7 per share amounting to an overall
increase just shy of nine times.

• Japanese retailer Ryohin Keikaku has been a strong share price
performer since purchase in Q4 2016 and also delivered on the dividend
front, declaring a 19% increase with full year results in May.

• Taiwanese semi-conductor manufacturer TSMC declared a 17% dividend
increase.

• Canadian software vendor Open Text increased its dividend by 15%
indicating that, despite short term margin pressures whilst it integrates
its latest acquisition, cash generation is expected to be strong.

• Finally, consumer staples ingredient supplier US listed IFF and Japanese
car auction operator USS both increased their dividends 14%.

Portfolio changes

German listed consumer staple company Henkel was added to the portfolio
in May. Henkel operates globally in three business areas with power brands
in each: Adhesive Technologies (Loctite), Beauty Care (Schwarzkopf), and
Laundry & Home Care (Persil). We like its consistent 3-4% organic revenue
growth which it converts to higher profitability through a continuous focus
on costs. Its strong free cash flow generation easily covers business
reinvestment and the dividend. The recent acquisition of Sun Products gives
Henkel an important foothold in the US Laundry market to drive profitable
growth.

There were no outright sales during the quarter.

Comment

We observed the world reaching a pivot point on December 8th 2016. Since
then, markets - and particularly growth stocks - have soared and non-US stocks
outperformed their US rivals. This is what we have been waiting for… however,
the move stalled in June.

The portfolio’s Japanese stocks have been particularly strong, attributing 45% of
relative performance since the growth rally began in December. Whilst the
Japanese market has been strong more recently, the stocks in the portfolio have
outperformed the market five-fold. So what do these stocks have in common?
High margin and return structures, strong cash flow generation, little to no debt,
cashed up balance sheets and increasingly shareholder-friendly policies around
distribution.



Global dividends in 2017
All data shown as dividend growth year-on-year percentage in local currency.
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Source: Bloomberg. Six months to 30 June 2017.

53 declarations in the first half of 2017

Average dividend growth in local currency of 10.9%

*Costco also declared a special dividend of $7 per share giving total dividend growth of 887%.

**Air Liquide also declared a 1 for 10 stock dividend giving a total cash + stock dividend growth of 12.7%.
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What we liked this time around
There are undoubtedly challenges and increased competition in laundry and
home care market - we know this from our investment in Novozymes which
makes the enzymes used in most modern laundry detergents. Against this
background, Henkel has done a fine job in maintaining its profitability whilst
continuing to grow this segment by around 5% per annum.
Whilst best known for its consumer brands, Adhesives is the largest source of
profit and recently Henkel has grown this business and expanded margins along
the way.
At Dundas we seek companies with revenue growth who are then able to
generate a ‘positive margin cascade’. Essentially, this entails controlling costs and
allowing 5% revenue growth to become 10% profit growth. This is exactly what
Henkel has consistently been able to deliver.
Dividends have grown in line with earnings growth at 10% per annum over the
past few years and this has been without the proportion of dividends to profits
rising.
With a Return on Equity of 15% and earnings retention of 66% this implies that
Henkel can continue to grow at 10% for the long term which we believe is
achievable and the stock is fairly valued for this growth.

Henkel is a good example of a company that we have looked at before and we
returned to our extensive research notes in March this year.

Based in Germany, Henkel has total sales of around €19bn and a market
capitalisation of €49bn. It operates in three segments with powerful brands in
each: Laundry & Home care (Persil), Cosmetics/Toiletries (Schwarzkopf), and
Adhesives (Loctite). Sales split by sector are Laundry 28%, Toiletries 22% and
Adhesives 50%. By region this is emerging markets 42%, Western Europe 36%,
North America 17% and Japan/Australia 4%. Henkel defines emerging markets
to include Eastern Europe, Africa/Middle East, Latin America and Asia ex
Japan.

Looking at the supply chain its largest customers are well known retailers such
as Walmart, Carrefour etc. Henkel’s main competitors by sector are Laundry &
Home care - Reckitt, P&G and Unilever; in Cosmetics/Toiletries - P&G, L’Oréal
and Unilever: in Adhesives the situation is more complicated as they serve
three distinct markets – industrial, tradesmen/DIY and the building trade.

End market sales are split into packaging, consumer goods and construction
33%; consumers/tradesmen and building 25%; transport and metal 20%;
general industry 15%; and electronics 7%.
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Next steps: should we buy this stock now?
MGNT remains the strongest Russian grocery retailer, benefitting from all of the
trends that we previously identified. Updating our research with the latest macro
view, company news and financials we summarised:-

• Sales growth has slowed significantly due to challenges in the Russian economy –
namely, weak consumer demand and lower food inflation.

• Store network expansion has slowed while margins contract.

• Revenues increased by 7.5% in the latest quarter. Company guidance is for a slight
acceleration for the full year with the Russian economy expected to recover in the
second half.

• MGNT has committed to a significant renovation program of all of its convenience
stores over four to five years to attract a higher value customer. This is good for
long-term but will negatively impact margins this year.

• Capex has consumed close to 80% of cash generated on average in the last two
years. We flagged this as a concern pre-dividend cut.

• We should expect more vertical integration: there is potential for the acquisition
of agricultural suppliers.

• Putin recently suggested limiting the combined market share of the federal food
retail chains in each region to 50%.

The share price has fallen by 20% which is, in essence, what we anticipated.
However, the fundamentals have weakened on the stock that we initially analysed
and, despite its sensible investment program, it is likely to put pressure on the
prospects for dividend growth.

While Russian stocks are off limits for some asset owners, this case study on food
retailer Magnit (MGNT) shows how Dundas ultimately decides which stocks make
it into the portfolio and those that come close. We first reviewed Russian food
retailer Magnit in May 2015. While appreciating its strengths, we did not add it
to the portfolio. Management went on to cut the dividend which triggered us to
review it again in September 2016 and again, we decided not to invest.

Background - why did we not buy it?
Our initial review appreciated MGNT's many strengths as the leader in the
development of a modern grocery market in Russia. Its valuation at the time was
high and shortly afterwards the oil price collapsed, resulting in an eleven month
decline in MGNT's share price as Russia's economic woes emerged. The price
bottomed at 8,300 RUB in late June 2016, and having topped out between
10,000 and 10,500 RUB it now sits at 9,547 RUB.

Our review in September 2016 included a fuller piece of work into MGNT’s
competitors and whilst it highlighted its strengths relative to its peer group,
competitor X5 appeared to have the growth edge. This appears still to be true.

For MGNT we would have preferred to buy the LSE listing, which was trading at a
premium to the Russian listed stock making it highly valued for the limited
growth prospects.



Portfolio by GICS sector
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Source: Bloomberg, Dundas. 30 June 2017. New position.



Diversification

Sources: Dundas, Bloomberg, MSCI. 30 June 2017. 8

Holdings by domicile %

United States 40.97

United Kingdom 7.41

Switzerland 6.64

France 6.34

Japan 5.67

Hong Kong 4.81

Denmark 4.61

Germany 5.41

Canada 3.16

Ireland 2.46

Netherlands 2.24

Spain 1.69

Singapore 1.27

China 0.98

Taiwan 0.98

Sweden 0.56

South Africa 1.05

Luxembourg 0.89

India 0.72

Largest exposures by contribution to dividend yield %

Exxon Mobil 4.37

Legal & General 4.06

Roche 3.88

Microsoft 3.48

Costco 3.19

Largest exposures by capital %

Microsoft 3.19

Keyence 2.86

Apple 2.82

AIA Group 2.48

Accenture 2.46
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Dundas Partners LLP operates as Dundas Global Investors (Dundas). Dundas Partners LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority.

This material is intended solely for UK institutional investors and is for information purposes only. It is not an offer or a recommendation to
purchase or sell any security and is not intended to substitute for an investment’s disclosure document. Investments involve risk and past
investment performance is not a reliable indicator of future investment performance.

The Authorised Corporate Director (ACD) of The Heriot Global Fund is T.Bailey Fund Services Limited (TBFS). TBFS is authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority. For full information on the Heriot Investment Funds, including risk warnings and costs, please see the fund
prospectus, available from www.tbailey.co.uk/heriot. As a UCITS Fund, a Key Investor Information Document is also available for each share class.
Investors should ensure they have read and understood the relevant KIID prior to investing.

The returns stated in this document are GIPS compliant and audited annually.

http://www.tbailey.co.uk/heriot

